
.

PC Setup screen

To establish PC communications, select the  on-line icon in the 
toolbar. The software will establish communication and retrieve the on-
line information from the matrix; a status bar will indicate progress. Once 
this step is complete, the title bar will display on-line.

If the following message appears,

verify that the serial port is configured properly and that it is working. It 
may also be necessary to verify that the serial cable is connected and wired 
properly.  

 
Note:  Baud Rate is set at 57600 and cannot be changed in software. 
 
Set PC serial port to Com 1, 2, 3 or 4.  
PC seial port settings:
Bits per second:  9600
Data Bits: 8
Parity:  None
Stop Bits:  1
© Matrix Plus 3 2003

Flow Control: None 
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	Matrix Plus 3 System ICS-1016/ICS-1008/EXP-1016
	MASTER INTERCOM STATIONS
	Introduction

	This chapter describes the installation procedure of the ICS-1016 and ICS-1008 Stations and their...
	Equipment Mounting
	ICS-1016/ICS-1008


	Put all intercom stations at a comfortable operational height. Leave at least 2 in. of clearance ...
	EXP-1016

	The EXP-1016 is intended to expand or enhance the stations’ operation and usually mounted next to...
	Wiring
	ICS-1016/ICS-1008


	The ICS-1016/ICS-1008 uses a twisted, 4-pair transmission scheme to connect it to the frame using...
	Each pair of the twisted, 4-pair wire has the following function:
	• pair 1 transmits analog audio from the matrix port to the station
	• pair 2 transmits digital data from the station back to the matrix card port
	• pair 3 transmits audio from the station to the matrix card port
	• pair 4 transmits digital data from the matrix port back to the station.
	FIGURE S7-1: Matrix Frame to Station Wiring
	EXP-1016

	The installation of an EXP-1016 to a station is simple:
	1. Plug the DB-9M end of the additional key panel’s cable into the Expansion connector on the bac...
	2. Plug the DB-9F end of that cable into the Station connector on the back of the EXP-1016.
	Mains AC Power
	ICS-1016/ICS-1008


	The stations have an external DC power supply with a removable AC power cord. The power supply is...
	EXP-1016

	The EXP-1016 receives its power from the ICS-1016/ICS-1008.
	Adjustments
	ICS-1016/ICS-1008


	The stations have identical rear-panel controls. They are:
	• speaker mute level control
	• page override level control
	• headset microphone sidetone adjustment
	• headset microphone gain adjustment
	• panel microphone gain.
	FIGURE S7-2: ICS-1016/ICS-1008 Rear Panel

	Speaker Mute Level Control
	This knob adjusts the speaker level when any talk is active at the station. This function helps p...
	Page Override Level Control
	This knob adjusts the page override level. Page Override is a special function in the station in ...
	Headset Microphone Sidetone Control
	This knob adjusts the headset sidetone level. Sidetone is the sound of the user’s voice in his he...
	Headset and Panel Microphone Gain Controls
	These knobs adjust the gain of the headset and panel microphones. The preamplifier gain of the pa...
	If two stations are talking to each other at the same time with the panel microphone gain set to ...
	EXP-1016

	The expansion panel doesn’t have any adjustments.
	Configuration
	ICS-1016/ICS-1008


	Assign each station’s name and other parameters by using the Matrix Plus 3 System Configuration P...
	EXP-1016

	After mounting the key panels and connecting them to a station, the number of accessory keys inst...
	1. Enter the Setup - Hardware and Labels screen.
	2. Find the appropriate station in the Port Function column and select it.
	3. Click on the drop-down menu in the XP/AP Keys column and select 32/0.
	4. Click Apply.

	Note: A station can only have one EXP-1016 connected to it.
	Specifications
	ICS-1016/ICS-1008


	Front-Panel Controls and Connectors
	Talk/Listen Buttons 30 (ICS-1016); 14 (ICS-1008)
	Function Buttons 6
	Answer Back Button 1
	Clear Button 1
	Volume Controls Intercom
	Headset Connector XLR-4M
	Panel Mic Connector Locking 1/4-in. phone jack
	Rear-Panel Connectors
	To Matrix RJ-45
	Expansion Option DB-9F
	Panel Microphone Input
	Type Electret with proprietary phone jack
	Input Level - 40 dBv
	Gain Adjustment Range 0 to 20 dB
	Impedance 200 ohms
	Headset Microphone Input
	Type Dynamic
	Input Level - 55 dBv
	Gain Adjustment Range 0 to 20 dB
	Impedance 200 ohms
	Line Input/output
	Type Transformer Balanced
	Input Impedance 8k ohms Bridging
	Output Impedance 150 ohms
	Level 0 dBv nominal
	Freq. Resp. 50 Hz to 15 kHz, ± 2 dB
	Headphone Outputs
	Impedance 50 to 600 ohms
	Power 1/2 W into 50 ohms
	Temperature
	Operating 0 to 50 C (32 to 125 F)
	Humidity 20% to 90%, noncondensing
	Power
	In-Line Power Supply, with 3-pin EIA connector, UL approved power supply
	Voltage 90 to 250 VAC, 50 to 60 Hz, 50 VA max.
	Dimensions
	Height 1.75 in. (89 mm)
	Width 19 in. (483 mm)
	Depth 6.75 in. (172 mm)
	Weight
	4.0 lbs.
	EXP-1016

	Front-Panel Controls and Connectors
	Talk/Listen Buttons 32
	Rear-Panel Connectors
	Expansion Option DB-9M
	Temperature
	Operating 0 to 50 C (32 to 125 F)
	Humidity 20% to 90%, noncondensing
	Power
	Powered by the intercom station.
	Dimensions
	Height 1.75 in. (89 mm)
	Width 19 in. (483 mm)
	Depth 6.75 in. (172 mm)
	Weight
	4.0 lbs.
	All specifications are subject to change without notice.
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	Introduction
	This section describes the installation of the MTX-D8 Ditital Matrix Card. For operation informat...
	Installation

	Installing an MTX-D8 card is a simple matter of opening the frame’s door and plugging the card in...
	Note: The SYS-200 has optional rear-panel modules that might need to be installed prior to use.
	The matrix cards are held in place in the frame by card ejectors. To insert a card in the frame:
	1. Select the slot into which the MTX-D8 will be installed.

	Note: The two left-most slots in a Matrix frame are occupied by the clock and the CONFIG-1 cards ...
	2. Depress the retainer clips so the card will smoothly slide into the frame.
	3. Carefully place the card in the slot (with the component side facing to the right) and ensure ...
	4. When the card is almost to the connector, raise the two ejectors so they clear the retainer cl...
	5. Once the ejectors have cleared the retaining clips, gently lower both ejector tabs simultaneou...
	6. As a last check, firmly press on the board to make sure it is fully seated in its connectors.
	Static Sensitivity

	The MTX-D8’s components include CMOS chips, which static electricity can ruin. Before touching th...
	Note: While handling the board, be careful not to bend any of the board’s connector pins or compo...
	Spare MTX-D8 circuit boards should be stored in electrically insulated packaging, such as anti-st...
	Hot Patching

	The MTX-D8s are “hot-patchable” and “self-initializing.” This means a faulty card can be removed ...
	Configuration

	Once the MTX-D8 card has been physically installed, each of its eight ports must be assigned a fu...
	The MTX-D8’s LED indicators are used to verify its operation and for troubleshooting purposes.
	Front-Edge Components

	The front edge of the MTX-D8 has an operator-controlled reset button and 10 LED indicators to pro...
	The LEDs can give quick answers to questions about the card’s proper functioning. They indicate:
	• if the card has been installed correctly
	• if the card can communicate with the system.
	FIGURE M3-1: MTX-D8 Front Edge

	Reset Button
	The Reset Button is located at the top of the front edge of the MTX-D8. The button will stop all ...
	Note: When the MTX-D8 is reset, all stations connected to any of the card’s ports are also reset....
	Power LED
	The Power LED indicates that power is being supplied to the MTX-D8 card. If the digital output is...
	Active Port Indicator LEDs
	Each MTX-D8 features individual LEDs to indicate the status of the card’s eight ports. Each LED i...
	Frame Data LED
	The Frame Data LED indicates that digital data is being sent to or from the frame. When the syste...
	Removal

	To remove an MTX-D8 card:
	1. Lift the two ejectors (one top and one bottom of card) simultaneously until the card unseats f...
	2. Slide the card out and store it an anti-static packaging.
	Specifications
	Microprocessor Type


	Motorola 68LC302
	Program Memory

	Flash ROM 256 kB
	RAM Memory

	RAM 265 kB Static CMOS
	Dual Port RAM 12 k 16 bit word static CMOS
	Single-Pair Mutliplexed Audio/Data Ports

	Port Quantity: Eight
	Wire Type and Length Single, twisted-pair, 24 to 26 AWG, 10,000 ft. (3 km)
	75-ohm coax, RG-59 typical, 10,000 ft. (3 km)
	Isolation:
	Twisted pair Both ends transformer isolated
	Coax Common grounded shield
	Transmission Type: U-type loop
	Data Rate: 160 kB/sec., full duplex
	Audio Coding: Eight-bit companded at 16 k samples/sec.
	Frequency Response 30 Hz to 7.5 kHz +/- 1.5 dB (transmission system
	only)
	Single-to-Noise Ratio > 70 dB, 30 Hz to 7.5 kHz
	Dimensions

	Form Factor: 6U “Euro” Style PC Board
	Connectors: Two 76-pin “Euro” Style
	Dimensions: 12. 5 x 9.2 in. (320 x 233 mm)
	Weight: 0.6 lb (0.27 kg)
	Matrix Plus 3 System MTX-D8
	MATRIX CARD
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	Step-By-Step Installation
	1. Verify the Shipment
	2. Select Locations for Your Components
	3. Determine Your Wiring Requirements
	4. Install Components in Rack
	5. Install Cables
	6. Cable Connection and Auxiliary Wiring
	7. Mains AC Power
	8. Verify Station to Frame Operation
	9. Configure the System with the Configuration Computer
	10. Verify the Operation of the System.
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	8. Verify Station to Frame Operation
	1. With the configuration computer, clear the current configuration by placing it in the “trash” ...
	2. With the configuration computer, use the Reset System option in the Transfer Screen.
	3. SYS-200 & COM-72—remove the CONFIG-1 card and move the battery jumper from pins 1 to 2 and pla...
	1. The top “green” LED on all cards should be on solid. This indicates that all of the power supp...
	2. On the CONFIG-1 card the next four LEDs (Clock Fault, Over Temp, Computer I/O, and GPI/RLY Act...
	3. One of the bottom four green LEDs (Configuration 1/2/3/ 4) should be on.
	4. The very bottom yellow LED on the CONFIG-1 card and all Matrix cards will go on and off during...
	5. The eight LEDs in the center of each Matrix card will be off if there is no station or interfa...
	6. SYS-200—On the bottom door the ALARM and Power Supply Fault LEDs should be out.
	7. COM-72—The Alarm LED should be off and the three power supply indicator LEDs on both power sup...
	1. The left-most column of “green” LED on all cards should be on solid. This indicates that all o...
	2. On the CONFIG-1 card (top card) the next five LEDs (Over Temp, Clock Fault, RLY,GPI, I/O, and)...
	3. One of the two green LEDs on the top card (Configuration 1/2) should be on.
	4. The right-most yellow LED on the CONFIG card and all Matrix cards will go on and off during in...
	5. The eight LEDs in the center of each Matrix card will be off if there is no station or interfa...

	9. Configure the System with the Configuration Computer
	10. Verify the Operation of the System

	Component Location Requirements
	Matrix Frames
	Interface Frame(s) and Power Supplies
	Intercom Stations and Expansion Panels
	External IBM-Compatible PC

	Power Requirements
	Frames
	ICS-2003/2110/1016/1008 Intercom Stations
	ICS-1502 Intercom Station
	ICS-52/62/92/102 Intercom Stations and XPL/AP Key Panels
	XP-12/22 and EXP-1016 Expansion Key Panels
	XPL-12/22 Display Expansion Panels and AP-22 Assignment Panels
	PIA-32 Matrix System Plus 3 to Plus II Adapter
	Interface Frame Power Supply Requirements
	TABLE O-1: Current Consumption of Interfaces
	FIGURE O-1: PSU-101 to IMF-3 Wiring



	Summary of Wiring Systems
	RJ-45 Cables
	1. Strip enough jacket off the cable to allow you to grasp the wires and pull the jacket back.
	2. Untwist the wires and pull them into the correct order and let the jacket slip back to hold th...
	1. Strip off enough of the outside vinyl jacket to allow you to grip the wires inside easily (2 i...
	2. Pull the twisted pairs to the one side and untwist them back to the edge of the vinyl jacket. ...
	3. In the correct color sequence, pull one wire at a time, straight out, clamping it in place bet...
	4. While holding the wires in the correct order, release your clamped thumb and forefinger enough...
	5. Cut the exposed wires to the correct length and slip them into the RJ-45 connector as you rele...
	6. Shielded cable can be handled almost in the same manner as unshielded cable. However, care mus...

	Matrix Frame to Station Wiring
	FIGURE O-2: RJ-45 to DB-15 Adapter Wiring
	FIGURE O-3: Matrix Frame to Analog Station Wiring Using RJ-45
	FIGURE O-4: Matrix Frame to Digital Station Wiring Using RJ-45
	FIGURE O-5: Mattix Frame to Digital Station Wiring Using Coax

	Matrix Frame to IMF-3 Interface Wiring
	FIGURE O-6: RLY-6/GPI-6 Daisy Chain Connection
	FIGURE O-7: Matrix Frame to IMF-3 Interface Connection

	Matrix Frame Direct 4-Wire Port Connection
	FIGURE O-8: Direct Matrix Port Connection

	Matrix Plus 3 Frame Connected Directly to a Matrix Plus 3 Frame
	FIGURE O-9: Wiring for two Matrix Plus 3 Frames

	Matrix Plus 3 Frames Connected Via SmartLink
	FIGURE O-10: SmartLink Data/Audio Trunk
	1. Use the “Setup - Linking” screen to give each frame a unique system-identification number with...
	2. Set as “available” any local Matrix system labels to be accessed from other SmartLink systems.
	3. Use the “Setup - Hardware and Labels” screen to confirm that the “Interframe Trunk” port funct...
	1. Go online with the local frame.
	2. Use the “Configure - Key Assignments” screen to select the appropriate SmartLink frame and ass...
	FIGURE O-11: SmartLink Connecting Two Systems
	FIGURE O-12: SmartLink Connecting Five Systems


	Matrix Plus 3 Frame Connected to Matrix Plus II Components Via a PIA-32
	1. Connect a channel’s RJ-45 with a jumper cable directly to a port connector on a Matrix Plus 3 ...
	2. Treat the DB-15M associated with that channel as if it were on the rear of a Matrix Plus II fr...

	MMX-24/16/8 Direct RLY/GPI Connections
	FIGURE O-13: MMX-24/16/8 RLY & GPI Connectors

	Matrix Frame to IBM-PC Wiring
	FIGURE O-14: IBM-PC DB-9, RS-232 Cable
	FIGURE O-15: IBM-PC DB-25 RS-232 Cable

	Matrix Frame Alarm I/O Wiring
	FIGURE O-16: Alarm I/O Connector

	FOR-22 Interface Wiring for IMF-3
	FIGURE O-17: Pinout of the DB-9M I/O Connectors for FOR-22s

	CCI-22 Interface Wiring for IMF-3
	FIGURE O-18: Pinout of the DB-9M Interface I/O Connectors for CCI-22

	TEL-14 Interface Wiring for IMF-3
	FIGURE O-19: RJ-11 to DB-9 Adapter for TEL-14 Interfaces

	RLY-6 Interface Wiring for IMF-3
	FIGURE O-20: Rear View of IMF-3 Frame
	FIGURE O-21: RLY-6 Interface DB-9M Connectors Pinout

	GPI-6 Interface Wiring for IMF-3
	FIGURE O-22: GPI-6 Interface DB-9M Connectors Pinout
	FIGURE O-23: GPI-6 Application Examples

	Matrix Station Miscellaneous Connector Wiring
	FIGURE O-24: Miscellaneous connector pinout
	1. Connect one side of the headset to the standard headset connector audio output.
	2. Open the configuration program.
	3. Go to “Configure - Local Preferences.”
	4. Select your station and set the check mark in the “Enable Split-Ear Headset” option.
	5. Connect the other side of the headset to the Second Ear Output on the Miscellaneous Connector ...

	Binaural Headset (ICS-2003/2110)
	FIGURE O-25: Binaural Headset Wiring

	OPT-100 Auxiliary Audio I/O Option
	FIGURE O-26: Auxiliary I/O Connector

	Matrix Station Accessory Connector
	FIGURE O-27: Accessory Panel Connector Pinout
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	1. Lift the two ejectors (one top and one bottom of card) simultaneously until the card unseats f...
	2. Slide the card out and store it an anti-static packaging.
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	Introduction
	This section describes the installation of the MVX-D8 Digital Matrix Card. For operation informat...
	Installation

	Installing the card is a simple matter of opening the frame’s door and plugging the card in one o...
	Note: The SYS-200 has optional rear-panel modules that might need to be installed prior to use.
	Matrix cards are held in place in the frame by card ejectors. To insert a card in the frame:
	1. Select the slot into which the card will be installed.

	Note: The two left-most slots in a Matrix frame are occupied by the CLOCK and the CONFIG-1 cards ...
	2. Depress the retainer clips so the card will smoothly slide into the frame.
	3. Carefully place the card in the slot (with the component side facing to the right) and ensure ...
	4. When the card is almost to the connector, raise the two ejectors so they clear the retainer cl...
	5. Once the ejectors have cleared the retaining clips, gently lower both ejector tabs simultaneou...
	6. As a last check, firmly press on the board to make sure it is fully seated in its connectors.
	Static Sensitivity

	The card’s components include CMOS chips, which static electricity can ruin. Before touching the ...
	Note: While handling the board, be careful not to bend any of the board’s connector pins or compo...
	Spare card circuit boards should be stored in electrically insulated packaging, such as anti-stat...
	Hot Patching

	The card is “hot-patchable” and “self-initializing.” This means a faulty card can be removed and ...
	Configuration

	Once the card has been physically installed, each of its eight ports must be assigned a function ...
	The card’s LED indicators are used to verify its operation and for troubleshooting purposes.
	Front-Edge Components

	The front edge of the card has an operator-controlled reset button and 10 LED indicators to provi...
	The LEDs can give quick answers to questions about the card’s proper functioning. They indicate:
	• if the card has been installed correctly
	• if the card can communicate with the system.
	FIGURE M3-1: MVX-D8 Front Edge

	Reset Button
	The Reset Button is located at the top of the front edge of the card. The button will stop all of...
	Note: When the card is reset, all stations connected to any of the card’s ports are also reset. R...
	Power LED
	The Power LED indicates that power is being supplied to the card. If the digital output is down, ...
	Active Port Indicator LEDs
	Each card features individual LEDs to indicate the status of the card’s eight ports. Each LED is ...
	Frame Data LED
	The Frame Data LED indicates that digital data is being sent to or from the frame. When the syste...
	Removal

	To remove a card:
	1. Lift the two ejectors (one top and one bottom of card) simultaneously until the card unseats f...
	2. Slide the card out and store it an anti-static packaging.
	Specifications
	Microprocessor Type


	Motorola 68LC302
	Program Memory

	Flash ROM 256 kB
	RAM Memory

	RAM 265 kB Static CMOS
	Dual Port RAM 12 k 16 bit word static CMOS
	Single-Pair Multiplexed Audio/Data Ports

	Port Quantity: Eight
	Wire Type and Length Single, twisted-pair, 24 to 26 AWG, 10,000 ft. (3 km)
	75-ohm coax, RG-59 typical, 10,000 ft. (3 km)
	Isolation:
	Twisted pair Both ends transformer isolated
	Coax Common grounded shield
	Transmission Type: U-type loop
	Data Rate: 160 kB/sec., full duplex
	Audio Coding: Eight-bit companded at 16 k samples/sec.
	Frequency Response 30 Hz to 7.5 kHz +/- 1.5 dB (transmission system
	only)
	Single-to-Noise Ratio > 70 dB, 30 Hz to 7.5 kHz
	Dimensions

	Form Factor: 6U “Euro” Style PC Board
	Connectors: Two 96-pin “Euro” Style
	Dimensions: 12. 5 x 9.2 in. (320 x 233 mm)
	Weight: 0.6 lb (0.27 kg)
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